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Electron emission and structural characterization of a rope of single-walled carbon nanotubes
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The electron emission and structural properties of an isolated ‘‘rope’’ comprised of;70 individual single-
walled nanotubes~SWNT’s! were investigated by measuring the field-emission energy distributions and by
using field-ion microscopy~FIM!. Field-emission energy distributions, obtained under ultrahigh-vacuum con-
ditions, revealed that the emitting nanotube has a large density of states near the Fermi energy, with an energy
distribution of emitted electrons close to that predicted by the free-electron theory. Two small features located
on the trailing edge of the energy distributions are attributed to localized features in the density of states of a
SWNT. FIM studies were also performed on the same rope in an attempt to provide structural information
about the emitting nanotube. Initial FIM micrographs showed an uneven distribution of atoms. Eventually,
rings of atoms were imaged. The atom placement around an individual ring structure is analyzed and found to
be consistent with that expected from a single~19,13! SWNT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much work has been done toward an understanding of
structural and electronic properties of carbon nanotub
Many calculations of the electronic structure of single-wal
nanotubes~SWNT’s! have been reported.1–4 SWNT’s of the
armchair~n,n! variety are expected to be metallic; nanotub
of the zigzag (n,0) family can be either metallic or semicon
ducting; and nanotubes with an inherent~n,m! helicity are
expected to be either semiconducting or metallic, depend
on the exact values ofn andm. Calculations illustrating how
the density of states~DOS! varies near the capped end of
nanotube have also been reported.5–7

Nanotubes can be imaged in the transmission electron
croscope~TEM! relatively easily which has provided an un
derstanding of the structural properties and the gro
mechanisms involved in nanotube formation.3,8–10 Scanning
tunneling microscope~STM! studies have also yielded valu
able structural information and insight into the correlati
between the atomic structure and the local electronic pro
ties of a nanotube.11–16 The STM studies, combined with
experimental studies of the temperature and magnetic-
dependence of the electrical resistivity, have provided e
dence consistent with a one-dimensional conductor.1,17,18

Also, many studies of field emission from carbon fib
tips19–21 and unoriented arrays~i.e., ‘‘films’’ ! of carbon
nanotubes have appeared.18,20,22–25 Recently, studies of
field emission from single multiwalled nanotube
~MWNT’s!10,26,27and SWNT’s28 have been published. Thes
studies are in part motivated by a long-term interest in n
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~8!/5683~9!/$15.00
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stable electron emitters for a variety of electronic devices
is known that carbon fibers are capable of maintaining lar
stable emission currents~> 2 mA! for long periods of time.21

In contrast, it has been reported that carbon nanotubes
out at emission currents greater than;1 mA.26

In spite of this effort, little is known about the energ
distribution of electrons emitted from carbon nanotubes25

Information such as the angular spread and the dispersio
energy of the emitted electrons provides important inform
tion that might be useful in assessing the potential of car
nanotubes for a variety of future applications. More work
needed to better understand and characterize these impo
electron emission properties of carbon nanotubes.

In what follows we describe experiments that attempt
answer some of the important questions regarding the cur
stability and the electrotonic and structural properties of c
bon nanotubes. We have measured the energy distributio
emitted electrons from a rope of SWNT’s and attempted
characterize the structural properties of the same rope
measuring the position of carbon atoms using a field-ion
croscope~FIM!. To ensure a cleaner environment than us
in prior studies,18,22,26measurements have been performed
operating pressures around 1029 Torr.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Sample preparation

The samples used in this study were obtained from
boule of SWNT’s which were synthesized at Rice Unive
sity. Based on size and energy considerations, the SW
5683 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5684 PRB 61D. LOVALL et al.
boule is expected to be comprised to be comprised of ro
of various diameters which are in turn comprised of sin
nanotubes.29,30 Based on Raman-selective data,30 the indi-
vidual ~n,m! nanotubes studied here are thought to be str
turally characterized by indices bounded roughly by the c
straints 6,n,15 and 6,m,12.

A SWNT rope was mounted on a Pt field-emission
using a procedure similar to that described by Daiet al.31

The Pt tip was etched in a saturated CaCl2 solution to an end
radius of;100 nm. The rope was attached by using an
verted optical microscopy~Nikon Epiphot 200! equipped
with a 50X/0.55 objective to observe the process in darkfi
at 750X magnification. Two micromanipulators~Newport
M -460A-XYZ) were bolted onto the microscope stage a
used to attach the SWNT rope to the Pt field emission ti

The process involved the transfer of a small amount
conducting adhesive from an scanning electron microsc
tape to the Pt tip by touching the tip to a clean portion of ta
and carefully removing it. A SWNT rope was then stuck
the coated tip by bringing the tip into proximity with th
SWNT boule. Contact to a SWNT rope was realized wh
movement of the Pt tip produced movement of a visible p
of the boule. At this moment, the Pt tip was connected to
visible boule through an invisible SWNT rope. A small vo
age~; 10 V! was then applied between the tip and boule
break the rope loose from the boule. Often a visible emiss
of light is observed during this break-off procedure, implyi
the presence of a localized, intense electrical arc. It shoul
noted that the spark removal of the rope from the bo
breaks the rope somewhere along its length. It is there
likely that the tubes in the rope remain open and do
close, as has been reported elsewhere.32,33

After mounting, the SWNT rope was examined using
TEM ~JEOL 2000 FX!. The SWNT rope used for the studie
reported below is shown in Fig. 1. From this micrograph,
diameter of the SWNT rope is determined to be 17
61.0 nm. Choosing a representative diameter of a typ
nanotube to be roughly; 1.4 nm, and since each nanotube
separated from another by;0.3 nm, we estimate that; 70
individual nanotubes are contained in this rope. After
TEM study was complete, the Pt tip/SWNT rope assem
was inserted into our field-emission/field-ion microscope
paratus.

B. Field emission and field-ion microscopy

The field-emission and field-ion experiments were p
formed in a homebuilt UHV chamber specifically design
for studies of electron emission from nanometer-size str
tures. It features anXYZ-QF manipulator with five degree
of freedom, on which the SWNT tips are placed. Tips a
mounted on small metal tabs which allow the tip/nanotu
unit to be transferred from the TEM to the field emissi
microscope/field-ion microscope~FEM/FIM! chamber with-
out disturbing the sample.

Because of the atomic resolution capability of a FIM th
technique was employed in an attempt to learn more ab
the atomic structure of the emitting nanotube. Prior FIM
carbon structures has been performed with mixed res
Tsong published FIM images of graphite tips using He as
imaging gas,34 where the images showed the basal planes
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graphite but were not atomically resolved. More and Joa19

reported He ion imaging of a carbon fiber tip which sugge
a graphite structure.

The FIM itself is equipped with a small fluorescent scre
and a multichannel plate with an integral fluorescent scre
either of which can be used to image the SWNT rope. T
tip to screen distanceR is ; 13 cm. Since the FIM is essen
tially a point projection microscope, it has a magnificati
given by35

M.
R

ar tip
, ~1!

wherer tip is the radius of the emitting object. The field line
which the ions follow are compressed by the dimensionl
factor a due to the presence of the tip shank. This compr
sion can be calculated if the ion paths are known, but i
usually much simpler to estimatea directly from an FIM
micrograph. A value of 1.5 is typical for conventional m
tallic emission tips.35

In order to interpret any observed FIM image, it is use
to perform a thin-shell simulation based on an assum
atomic structure. The thin-shell algorithm employed here
sumes that the FIM image results from the ionization of
imaging gas over the atoms terminating the nanotube. T
a bright spot represents a projection of a C atom from the
nanotube onto a nearly fluorescent screen. The relative p
tion of the ionized gas atoms on the screen were determ
by projecting the ion trajectories from a point 2r tip behind
the end of the nanotube and rope, wherer tip is some effective

FIG. 1. A TEM micrograph of a single-walled carbon nanotu
~SWNT! rope mounted on a Pt field emitter. The micrograph sho
that the SWNT is oriented at an angle of about 45° from the axis
the Pt support. The inset shows a section under higher magni
tion, and permits a determination of the rope’s diameter. The
form of the rope could not be clearly imaged due to vibrations.
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PRB 61 5685ELECTRON EMISSION AND STRUCTURAL . . .
radius of the nanotube. In our simulations, the image sp
are broadened by a Gaussian to approximate the finite r
lution of the FIM operating at 100 K. This technique w
used previously to successfully interpret field-ion imag
from nanometer-size Au clusters.36

The FIM chamber is also equipped with an Omicron el
tron energy analyzer built on a cylindrical sector analy
design having an entrance probe hole of 1 cm in diame
The performance of the analyzer was tested by collecting
analyzing energy distributions from well-known field em
ters like W~110! in separate experiments. This appara
gives us to unique ability to study both the structural a
electronic properties of the same nanotube.

III. RESULTS

A. Field emission from a SWNT rope

A priori, it is difficult to know whether the electron emis
sion from a SWNT rope is governed by electron emiss
from all nanotubes comprising the rope of from a sing
nanotube that protrudes slightly further from the rope than
the other nanotubes. We consider it likely that a single na
tube does protrude from the rope and will experience
enhanced electric field, in much the same way that the e
tric field is enhanced over a small nanometer-size protrus
located on a substrate having a larger radius of curvatu37

This enhancement depends on the distance that an indiv
nanotube protrudes from the end of the rope and can
estimated if the diameters of the rope and the protrud
nanotube are known. Estimates based on the field enha
ment for whiskers38 indicate that a factor of order 2 ma
result. This will insure that the electron current from the ro
is dominated by the protruding nanotube. We also assu
that the nanotube does not posses an endcap because
spark removal of the rope from the boule~see discussion
above!. We analyze the data with these two assumptions
mind.

Initial attempts at imaging SWNT’s using field emissio
were frustrated by the inherent weakness of the resul
images on a fluorescent screen. Because the ropes a
sharp, they field emit at relatively low voltages~compared to
W emitters!, producing an electron beam with insufficie
energy to excite the phosphor in our viewing screen. T
problem was solved by using a multichannel plate equip
with an integral phosphor screen. The field-emission patte
were observed to be stable and continuous as shown
contour plot of the image intensity taken from the fiel
emission pattern produced by our SWNT rope~see Fig. 2!.
No striations or banding in the field-emission pattern, an
tribute of caped nanotubes, were observed here.25,39

A study of the field-emission pattern produced by
emitting object is useful for a number of reasons. First a
foremost, the pattern reveals any relative anisotropy in
work function and/or geometry of the emitting object. In t
case of conventional field emission tips, the underlying cr
tallographic symmetry of the emitting tip is often reveale
For these reasons, the hint of a threefold symmetry eviden
the emission pattern in Fig. 2 is interesting.

A measure of the angular distribution of the emitted el
trons is useful for a number of practical reasons related
electron emission in both electron microscopes and for na
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lithography employing STM techniques. The half-ang
width of the emitted electron beam measured here can
inferred from the dotted fiducial circles in Fig. 2. A conclu
sion from this study is that the entire electron beam is ess
tially confined to a cone having an angular span of roug
67°.

To verify that the electron emission from the SWNT ro
was governed by a field-emission process, a Fow
Nordheim analysis was performed, even though a traditio
Fowler-Nordheim theory may not be strictly applicable b
cause of the small radius of the SWNT rope. According
Fowler and Nordheim, the current densityJ is related to the
applied fieldF by40

J5AF2e2~Bf3/2/F !. ~2!

Here A and B are parameters weakly dependent on the
plied electric field andf is the work function of the emitting
surface. A proportionality constantb relates the applied volt-
ageV to the resulting electric fieldF by F5bV. Ultimately,
b can be related to the tip geometry (r tip) and a field com-
pression factork ~which is typically equal to 5 for etched
metallic tips!, using

b5
1

kr tip
. ~3!

It follows that a Fowler-Nordheim plot of the emitted curre
vs. applied voltage@i.e. a plot of ln(I/V2) vs 1/V# is linear if
the electron current is governed by field emission.

A representative Fowler-Nordheim plot of data from t
SWNT rope is shown in Fig. 3. In most cases, a known wo
function is assumed and then a value ofb is inferred from
such data. Here we choose to estimate the work func
from the data by roughly estimatingb from Eq. ~3!. By
assuming a radius ofr tip58.560.5 nm, as measured from
the TEM shown in Fig. 1, we estimate thatb5(2.460.4)
3105 cm21. Using this value and the measured slope of
Fowler-Nordheim plot in Fig. 3, the work function of th
SWNT emitter can be estimated@using Eq.~2!# to equal 5.1

FIG. 2. A plot of the contours of constant intensity taken fro
the recorded image of the field-emission pattern observed in
study. The apparent threefold symmetry in this image is either
lated to a slight distortion in the geometry of the SWNT rope or
an anisotropy in the work function of the emitting nanotube. T
dotted circles represent the half-angle of electron emission, and
useful to estimate the angular width of the emitted electron bea
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5686 PRB 61D. LOVALL et al.
eV. This value is consistent with expectations for the kno
work functions of many refractory metals.41

B. Total-energy distribution of emitted electrons
from a SWNT rope

A measurement of the total-energy distribution~TED! of
electrons field emitted from an object in the presence of
applied electric fieldF can give insights into the underlyin
electronic structure of the emitting tip.42,43 The relevant fac-
tors contributing to the shape of the total energy distribut
from a SWNT are summarized in Fig. 4. As indicated sc
matically in this figure, the overall shape of the emitted el
tron distribution is determined by the exponential decreas
tunneling probability belowEF due to the barrier widening
In addition, small features in the electron distribution sho
be visible at energiesE1 ,E2 ,..., where singularities occur in
the DOS.

For a metal, the current densityj is expected to depend o
the energy relative to the Fermi energye5E2EF as43

j ~e!5
J0

d
ee/df ~e!, ~4!

with f (e) being the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Th
factor d is related to the applied electric fieldF and work
function f, and is given by

1

d
52F2m

\2 G1/2Af

eF
t~y! ~5!

where t(y) ~with y5Ae3F/f) is a tabulated dimensionles
constant43 that takes into account the surface barrier lower
by the applied electric field~see Fig. 4!.

A representative TED obtained at 300 K with the SWN
rope shown in Fig. 1 biased2250 V relative to ground in a
vacuum of;531029 Torr is plotted in Fig. 5. For further
analysis, we find it convenient to plot the TED as ln~counts!
vs energy with the zero of energy set to equal the Fe
energy of the emitter. Data were taken on this emitter ove

FIG. 3. A Fowler-Nordheim plot from the SWNT rope. Th
field constantb is estimated to be 2.43105 cm21. There is a work
function of f55.1 eV for the emitting SWNT results.
n
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period of eight days. The emitted current was stable and
shape of the energy distribution did not change apprecia
during the period of time the emitter was studied.

In general, the TED displays an asymmetry consist
with Eq. ~4!, with a sharp leading edge determined by
convolution of the Fermi-Dirac function with the energ
resolution of the analyzer and a significantly broader trail
edge determined largely by the exponential decrease
energy of the transmission function of electrons through
surface potential barrier. Fits to the overall shape of the
perimental TED must include both the energy distributi
given by Eq. ~4! and a convolution with a Gaussia
function,44

Q5
1

sA2p
u2@E2E0#2/2s2

~6!

to represent the energy resolution of the energy analyzer.
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the analyzer,G, is
given byG52.356s.

Equations~4!–~6! were used to fit the experimental en
ergy distribution. To optimize the fits to the leading ed
~i.e., E.EF) of the experimental TED, we convoluted th
theoretical calculation with a Gaussian havingG50.20 eV.
A work function f55.1 eV ~obtained from the Fowler-
Nordheim analysis! was also used in the theoretical fit. Sinc
the value of the electric field controls the width of the ener
distribution, fits for three values ofF are plotted in Fig. 5.
Using the value ofb obtained from Fig. 3, one might antici
pate a value ofF563107 V/cm to give the best fit. This
expectation is indeed met by the fits.

FIG. 4. A schematic of the field-emission process. The poten
barrier at the vacuum interface is deformed by the application o
large electric fieldF. The simplest model for this deformation re
sults in a barrier having a triangular shape (2eFz). The barrier is
further rounded when image-charge effects are considered. The
ure also qualitatively illustrates the contribution that the electro
states of a metallic SWNT might make to the emitted current. T
emitted distribution of electrons is referred to as the total-ene
distribution~TED!. The shaded region illustrates those states be
the Fermi energy (EF) which are occupied and contribute to th
field-emission current. Although all singularities belowEF contrib-
ute to the field-emitted current, a degradation of the signal-to-no
ratio makes it difficult to observe any features located more t
;1.5 eV belowEF . For this reason, only those features located
energiesE1 andE2 are considered.
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The overall agreement between theory and data prov
evidence for a significant DOS nearEF . We attribute these
states to the dangling-bond states that are present atEF for
open nanotubes,7 suggesting that perhaps greater emiss
currents can be obtained from open rather than capped tu
We find that the full width at half maximum of the measur
energy distribution depends slightly on the energy analy
settings, but is roughly 0.3560.05 eV. This value includes
the~estimated! 0.20-eV FWHM resolution of the energy ana
lyzer deduced from the fits in Fig. 5. Interestingly, two sm
features are observed on the trailing edge of the energy
tribution as marked by the two dotted lines in Fig. 5. T
location of these features are (0.6460.05) eV and (1.05
60.05) eV belowEF .

It is useful to attempt a comparison with published DO
calculations to see if the features observed here are rou
consistent with theoretical expectations. This compariso
facilitated by formulas for the locations of singularities clo
to the Fermi energy in the DOS for arbitrary~n,m!
nanotubes.45,46 Singularities in the DOS are expected to o
cur at energies

E1563dnng0 /d, E252E1 ~conducting tubes!,
~7!

E156dnng0 /d, E252E1 ~semiconducting tubes!.
~8!

FIG. 5. The natural logarithm of detected counts vs energy
an electrons field emitted from a SWNT rope. The data were ta
at T5300 K. The solid lines show the predictions of a free-electr
theory for three different values of the electric fieldF. The calcu-
lations are normalized to the peak value in the measured en
distribution. A Gaussian has been convoluted with the free-elec
calculation to approximate the resolution of the energy analy
which is estimated to be 0.20-eV FWHM. The position of the Fer
energy (EF) and the two features in the TED~20.64 and21.05
eV! are marked by dotted lines.
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In Eqs.~7! and ~8!, d is the diameter of the nanotube and
given by

d5)dnnAm21mn1n2/p, ~9!

wherednn is the C-C nearest bond distance~0.142 nm! and
g0 is the ppp hopping interaction. The best value ofg0 is
still under debate, so in the analysis below, we conside
range of values for this parameter (g052.960.2 eV).

Figure 6 compares the location of the two experimen
features~at energies belowEF) with the location of the first
two singularities~below EF) in the DOS for both semicon
ducting and metallic nanotubes. When making this comp
son, we assume the singularities in the DOS given in Eqs.~7!
and ~8! persist as the uncapped end in the nanotube is
proached. This assumption is consistent with recent calc
tions presented by De Vitaet al.7 which suggest that the
singularities soften into peaks~but do not disappear! at the
uncapped end. At this time, we do not consider further mo
fications to the DOS, such as additional states which ca
lations show are created by defects,47 or possible shifts in
energy due to tube-tube interactions.

From Fig. 6, we conclude there are two likely diamete
of nanotubes which are capable of providing agreement w
the energies of both of the two experimental features m
sured~see two regions enclosed by ellipses!. One region con-
tains metallic nanotubes with diameters of;2.1 nm, the
other contains semiconducting nanotubes with diame
near;0.7 nm. The range of~n,m! values for those nano
tubes having DOS singularities falling within the two regio
(E1520.6460.05 eV andE2521.0560.05 eV) are shown
as shaded regions in Fig. 7. The metallic nanotubes are i
cated by the region markedM , and the semiconducting
nanotubes fall within the region markedS. We conclude that

r
n

gy
n
r,
i

FIG. 6. A comparison between the location of the two featu
labeled E1 and E2 ~horizontal lines! measured from the field-
emission total-energy distribution~TED! ~see Fig. 5! with predic-
tions for the location of singularities~obtained from Refs. 45 and
46! in the density of states~below EF) for (n,m)SWNT’s. The
closed~d! and open~s! circles represent the first and second s
gularities in the density of states for metallic nanotubes. The clo
~j! and open~h! squares represent the first and second singul
ties for semiconducting nanotubes. The two regions which ove
with our experimental data are indicated by the ovals.
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5688 PRB 61D. LOVALL et al.
at this time, it is not possible to uniquely identify the~n,m!
value for the emitting nanotube based on the position of
two features alone.

C. Field-ion microscopy of a SWNT rope

FIM is an ideal tool to augment field-emission studi
because of its inherent high magnification, thus allowing
possibility of imaging individual atoms at the end of th
nanotube. However,a priori, the detailed geometric en
form of the SWNT rope is not known, leading to some a
biguity in what form FIM images might take. To better u
derstand the FIM process from a rope of SWNT’s, vario
models of the rope’s end form were considered. These m
els included~i! modelA, a rope with one SWNT protruding
further than others,~ii ! model B, a rope with all of its
SWNT’s terminated evenly, and~iii ! modelC, a rope having
a smoothly rounded end. In all of these models, we assu
that the individual nanotubes were uncapped.

The same SWNT rope producing the electron emiss
discussed above was imaged in the FIM using both Ar
He as the imaging gas. Carbon atoms in graphite require
electric field of 1433 MV/cm to be field evaporated from t
surface;48 however Rinzleret al. reported the ‘‘unraveling’’
of MWNT’s at much lower field strengths.26 For this reason,
the first images were taken using Ar to reduce the possib
of the rope breaking apart in the high electric field. The ro
was first imaged using Ar at;1 kV, which corresponds to an
applied electric field of;2 MV/cm. These argon-ion FIM
images were weak and showed little detailed atomic str
ture. We then switched to He to take advantage of its hig
resolution and higher best image field, resulting in brigh
images.

Initially, the FIM images consisted of a few random spo
distributed across the screen. With time, the image chan

FIG. 7. A tabulation of the~n,m! values for nanotubes that hav
singularities in the density of states roughly corresponding to
features measured in the field-emission energy distributions.
shaded region markedM indicates the range of~n,m! for metallic
nanotubes that have at least one singularity in the DOS that mat
our experimental data.M indicates that only metallic nanotubes
this shaded region are to be considered. The shaded region m
S indicates the range of~n,m! for semiconducting nanotubes th
have at least one singularity in the DOS that matches the exp
mental data.S indicates that only semiconducting nanotubes in t
shaded region are to be considered. The extent of the shade
gions include an estimated uncertainty in the value ofg052.9
60.2 eV.
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and eventually a number of reasonably stable ring structu
appeared across the viewing area. A cropped image of on
these ringlike structures is shown in Fig. 8. The observ
ring structure consists of nine features located around
circumference of a circle with an additional two or three fa
features located inside the ring’s circumference. These
tures are shown more clearly by a contour plot made fr
the digitized FIM image@see Fig. 9~a!#. Analysis of the an-
gular separation of these spots reveal they are separated
each other by an angle of;28°, as indicated by the radia
grid superimposed on the contour plot in Fig. 9~a!. This in-
dicates that the perimeter of the nanotube is comprised
360°/28°.13 such features, suggesting the nanotube is
~13,m! or ~n,13! variety. This conclusion is consistent with
~19, 13! nanotube which is located within the region mark
M in Fig. 7 above.

In FIM, the location of spots is related to the position
atoms protruding from the end form of the SWNT rope. W
use a thin-shell model for simulating FIM images48–50 to
allow a better comparison between experiment and struct
expectations. The length of C-C bonds in graphite is 0
nm. It is reasonable to assume that this is also true in car
nanotubes.3,10 The resolution of the FIM is roughly 0.25 nm
under the best of conditions, i.e., He imaging of a carefu
field evaporated tip at 4 K. The image in Fig. 8 was tak
using He as an imaging gas at 100 K; therefore, the res
tion is not optimal. These considerations were incorpora
into the thin-shell model~see Sec. II B! by convoluting the
simulated image spots with a Gaussian to mimic the fin
resolution.

The observed ring structure in Fig. 8 is consistent w
model A mentioned earlier, that is, one SWNT which pr
trudes further above the rope’s end. Using the project
model discussed in Sec. II B, it is possible to simulate
pected FIM images from nanotubes. In what follows, we s
with the assumption that the end cap of the nanotube c
tributing to the field-ion image has been removed during
cutoff process~i.e., while mounting!. The assumption of a
missing end cap is entirely consistent with our FIM obser
tions. It is likely that the end of the rope was further erod
by a field evaporation process during the FIM experime

e
e

es

ked

ri-
s
re-

FIG. 8. A He field-ion microscope~FIM! image obtained from a
SWNT rope. This image was taken at;100 K, with the SWNT
rope biased at 5700 V with respect to the ground.
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We note, in passing, that even a nanotube with an end
once eroded, may stay open due to chemisorbed He in
duced during the field-ion measurement. For instance, it
been reported that high electric fields, such as the ones
countered in FIM, cause significant polarization of H
atoms,51,52 resulting in field-induced chemical adsorption
He onto kink sites and atomic planes on FIM tips. The pr
ence of such polarized He atoms may be sufficient to h
the end of the nanotubes open, rather than allowing them
close and form hemispherical end caps.

To learn more about the atomic structure of carbon na
tube end forms, we simulated field-ion images from a vari
of nanotubes. Our simulations show that~n,n! and (n,0)
nanotubes produce highly symmetric ring patterns with fie
ion features located evenly around a circle. This symme

FIG. 9. ~a! A contour plot from the digitized FIM image of a
SWNT shown in Fig. 8. The solid radial lines are fiducial marke
and are spaced by 28°. In~b!, a calculated FIM image from a~19,
13! nanotube. In~c!, a schematic diagram of the nanotube used
produce the simulated FIM image in~b!. The atoms imaged in the
FIM simulation are shaded.
p,
o-
as
n-

-
ld
to

-
y

-
y

does not match the spots observed in our experimental d
Nanotubes of the~n,m! variety are more likely to give end
forms with missing atoms, providing an explanation for t
missing features observed around the ring’s circumferenc
Fig. 9~a!.

In trying to fit the experimental FIM image, there is som
flexibility in the exact choice ofn andm, although the angu-
lar position of the spots observed experimentally clearly p
vides restrictions on the range ofn and m. In addition, we
have limiting values forn and m suggested from our field
emission TED’s. To illustrate the simulation technique, w
show a calculated FIM image from a~19, 13! SWNT in Fig.
9~b!. The geometry of the tube structure is given in Fig. 9~c!.
Although this agreement is encouraging and consistent w
the conclusions drawn from the field-emission work, it
probably not unique. More work is required to make a mo
positive identification from the FIM images alone.

Using rough estimates for the magnification of our FIM
we can demonstrate that the ring structure in Fig. 8 is ind
consistent with the diameter expected for a SWNT. As d
cussed above, it is likely that the rope imaged has an une
end, i.e., one SWNT protrudes furthest above the end of
rope. The electric-field lines around this one SWNT will d
verge more rapidly than those from the entire rope, enha
ing the local magnification. The precise magnification w
therefore depend upon how far the one SWNT protru
above its nearby neighbors. However, rough limits on
magnification can be set.

Assuming a typical value of 1.5 fora in Eq. ~1!, a lower
limit for the magnification of our FIM is;1.03107, assum-
ing the entire rope~i.e., a radius of;8.5 nm! controls the
magnification. If instead, the radius of a SWNT~i.e., a radius
of ;1.1 nm! is inserted into Eq. 1, an upper limit for th
magnification of 83107 is obtained. The average radius
the ring structure shown in Fig. 8, was found to be 1.4 cm
the multichannel plate, implying a magnification of 23107.
This result is closer to the magnification expected if the
ameter of the SWNT rope controls the field enhancemen

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An individual 17-nm-diam rope comprised of; 70
single-walled carbon nanotubes~SWNT’s! was mounted and
studied using transmission electron microscopy, field em
sion, and field-ion microscopy techniques under UHV co
ditions. The electron emission pattern from the rope was
corded and found to exhibit electron emission over a h
angle of ;7°. No unusual striations were observed in t
pattern. The dependence of the emitted current as a func
of applied voltage was studied and found to obey a Fow
Nordheim equation, indicating that electron emission is d
to a field emission process from a surface having a w
function f.5.1 eV. Using estimates of the rope diame
obtained from complementary TEM studies, an estimate
the field enhancement around the apex of the SWNT r
was obtained. This value is roughly ten times greater th
that normally obtained from a standardW field emitter tip
and is entirely consistent with the sharp end form expec
for a SWNT rope.

A measurement of the total energy distribution~TED! of
field-emitted electrons was also performed. Using the fi

,
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enhancement factor from the Fowler-Nordheim analysis,
applied electric field was estimated and used to fit the m
sured total-energy distribution to a free-electron model. T
resulting fits showed reasonable overall agreement to th
retical expectations, and provided further evidence that
SWNT rope had electrical properties which were metallic
nature. The FWHM of the emitted electron distribution w
measured to be 0.3560.05 eV in an electric field ofF56
3107 V/cm. This value includes the~estimated! 0.20-eV
FWHM resolution of the energy analyzer. Distinct featur
were present on the trailing edge of the energy distributi
and were located at energies of 0.6460.05 eV and 1.05
60.05 eV below the Fermi energy. We attribute these f
tures to electron emission from singularities in the electro
density of states that are characteristic of one-dimensio
nanotubes. By comparing the location of these singulari
to theoretical calculations, a range of~n,m! values were
found to be consistent with our experimental data.

Field-ion images of the same SWNT rope showed e
tt.

hy

,

e,
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l-

re
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h
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o

r-
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e
a-
e
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e

s
,

-
c
al
s

i-

dence that a single nanotube was protruding from the ro
producing a circular field-ion image. Simulations of a FI
image from a single~19, 13! nanotube were found to roughl
match the experimental field-ion image.

This study sketches out a strategy that may be usefu
the future characterization of electron emission sources c
structed from nanotubes. By measuring field-emission
ergy distributions followed by a field-ion microscopy stud
it seems possible to determine both the electronic and st
tural properties of individual nanotubes.
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